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HARVEST DEPLOYS NODESTREAM TO AID INTERNATIONAL RESCUE 
OPERATIONS 

 
Highlights: 

• Harvest secures initial order with International Rescue for a bespoke solution utilising is 
its Nodestream™ Ruggedised technology 

• Solution will support International Rescue in the rapid deployment of assets for immediate 
situational awareness and critical decision-making in first response to disasters and 
emergencies 

• International Rescue is a global aid organisation focused on rapid deployment of first 
response to emergency and disaster events across the globe 

• Initial total order value of approximately AUD234k  
 
October 4, 2022: Harvest Technology Group Limited (ASX:HTG) (Company, Harvest, Group) is pleased to 
announce that it has secured an initial order with International Rescue, who have selected Harvest’s ultra-low 
bandwidth, high-fidelity and secure Nodestream™ technology to play a key role in first response to emergency 
and disaster events globally.  
 
Headquartered in the United Arab Emirates, International Rescue is a humanitarian organisation supporting 
global aid to emergency events and disaster zones, operating aircraft, helicopters, and drones to provide aerial 
surveillance and imaging to rapidly assess aid requirements and ensure delivery of high speed first response. 
 
“First responders require assets that work smarter and provide better situational awareness utilising existing 
systems and networks to enable real-time critical decision-making during incident response,” says Damiain 
Brown, Chief Product Officer for Harvest. “We are very excited to be working alongside International Rescue 
and assist them in achieving the best first response to humanitarian emergencies across the globe. Our new 
relationship illustrates the capability of Harvest’s Nodestream™ technology and its versatility in being deployed 
with different assets and systems for a multitude of operational use cases.” 
 
Adam Ford, Harvest’s Special Projects Lead, says, “We immediately recognised this as an opportunity for our 
capabilities to increase the success of our customer’s overall vision, and give the best chance of rapid 
situational awareness in affected areas. The initial brief required us to supply Ruggedised Encoders for vision, 
however quickly evolved to include control system connectivity; all within Nodestream™ giving point-to-point, 
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encrypted and independent user configurable tuning of multiple data paths. An exciting and fantastic 
opportunity for the company to be involved in.” 
 
The announcement is the beginning of the relationship between the two companies. The initial order is 
anticipated to be followed by ongoing orders on a regular basis to support continued global response. 
 
Material Terms 

• Initial order value of approximately AUD234k for purchase of hardware and software licensing  
• Initial commitment to minimum term of 12-months 
• There are no further conditions that need to be satisfied prior to this order becoming binding on the 

counterparty 
 
The significance of this announcement is that it represents the first order from a customer with global reach 
with the prospect of expansion of this initial order in the future. Notwithstanding that Harvest sees this 
relationship as material, investors should note that it may not result in additional orders, however if the first 
deployment is successful, the company expects this relationship to grow beyond this initial order in the short 
term. 
 
The company looks forward to providing further updates on new business opportunities during the current 
financial year. 
 

- End - 
  
This announcement was authorised for release by the Board of Directors. 
 

 
Corporate & media enquiries, please contact: 
 

Mr. Paul Guilfoyle 
Group Chief Executive Officer, Harvest Technology Group Limited 
Tel: +61 8 6370 6370 
Email: investor@harvest-tech.com.au  
 
Investor enquiries, please contact: 
 

Mr. Jack Rosagro 
Company Secretary  
Tel: + 61 8 9482 0511 
Email: investor@harvest-tech.com.au  
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About International Rescue 
Headquartered in the United Arab Emirates, International Rescue is a humanitarian organisation supporting 
global aid to emergency events and disaster zones, operating aircraft, helicopters, and drones to provide aerial 
surveillance and imaging to rapidly assess aid requirements and ensure delivery of high speed first response. 
 
About Harvest Technology Group 
Harvest Technology Group Limited (ASX: HTG) is a global leader in network optimised remote operations that 
deliver real-time remote control, communication, automation, and monitoring capabilities. Headquartered in 
Perth, Australia, the group of companies is revolutionising remote field services with ultra-low bandwidth 
Network Optimised Livestreaming solutions that enable customers to stay connected to operations and 
personnel anywhere in the world while utilising just a fraction of existing bandwidth resources. 
 
To learn more please visit: www.harvest.technology 
 
If you would like to receive the HTG Insights Newsletter for future updates, please visit our website and 
subscribe at the bottom of the page.  
 
 
 
 
Forward Looking Statements 
Statements contained in this release, particularly those regarding possible or assumed future performance, revenue, costs, 
dividends, production levels or rates, prices, or potential growth of Harvest Technology Group Limited, are, or may be, 
forward looking statements. Such statements relate to future events and expectations and, as such, involve known and 
unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied 
by these forward-looking statements depending on a variety of factors. 
 

 




